Kinetic profiles by topographic compartments in muscle-invasive transitional cell carcinomas of the bladder: role of TP53 and NF1 genes.
We evaluated 71 muscle-invasive transitional cell carcinomas (TCCs) of the bladder by tumor compartments. Kinetic parameters included mitotic figure counting, Ki-67 index, proliferation rate (DNA slide cytometry), and apoptotic index (in situ end labeling [ISEL] of fragmented DNA using digoxigenin-labeled deoxyuridine triphosphate and Escherichia coli DNA polymerase [Klenow fragment]). At least 50 high-power fields per compartment were screened from the same tumor areas; results are expressed as percentage of positive neoplastic cells. Mean and SD were compared by tumor compartment. DNA was extracted from microdissected samples (superficial and deep) and used for microsatellite analysis of TP53 and NF1 by polymerase chain reaction-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis. Significantly higher marker scores were revealed in the superficial compartment than in the deep compartment. An ISEL index of less than 1% was revealed in 63% (45/71) of superficial compartments and 86% (61/71) of deep compartments. Isolated NF1 alterations were observed mainly in superficial compartments, whereas isolated TP53 abnormalities were present in deep compartments. Lower proliferation and down-regulation of apoptosis define kinetically the deep compartment of muscle-invasive TCC of the bladder and correlate with the topographic heterogeneity, NF1-defective in superficial compartments and TP53-defective in deep compartments.